Using the High Energy Spectroscopic System (H.E.S.S.) telescopes we have discovered a steady and extended very high-energy (VHE) γ-ray source towards the luminous blue variable candidate LBV 1806−20, massive stellar cluster Cl* 1806−20, and magnetar SGR 1806−20. The new VHE source, HESS J1808−204, was detected at a statistical significance of > 6σ (post-trial) with a photon flux normalisation (2.9 ± 0.4 stat ± 0.5 sys ) × 10 −13 ph cm −2 s −1 TeV −1 at 1 TeV and a power-law photon index of 2.3 ± 0.2 stat ± 0.3 sys . The luminosity of this source (0.2 to 10 TeV; scaled to distance d=8.7 kpc) is L VHE ∼ 1.6 × 10 34 (d/8.7 kpc) 2 erg s −1 . The VHE γ-ray emission is extended and is well fit by a single Gaussian with statistical standard deviation of 0.095
A&A proofs: manuscript no. 28695_am-gpr blue variable candidate (cLBV), LBV 1806−20 van Kerkwijk et al. 1995) .
In addition to the giant flare, a number of less intense flares (L ∼ 10 40 −10 43 erg s −1 ) from SGR 1806−20 have also been seen in the past decade. The energy source for the flares is often attributed to magnetic torsion acting on and leading to deformation of the neutron star (NS) surface (Duncan & Thompson 1992; Paczynski 1992) . The giant flare luminosity may instead result from accretion events onto a quark star (see e.g. Ouyed et al. 2007 ).
Magnetars are NSs with intense magnetic fields of order B ∼ 10 14 − 10 15 G. They represent one of nature's extreme astrophysical objects. Compared to canonical NSs (with B ∼ 10 10 to 10 13 G), magnetars exhibit slower spin rates (P of the order of a few seconds) but considerably faster spin-down rates (Ṗ ∼ 10 −11 − 10 −9 s s −1 ; see magnetar catalogue by Olausen & Kaspi 2014) . For SGR 1806−20, the values P = 7.6 s andṖ = 7.5 × 10 −10 s s −1 have been determined (Nakagawa et al. 2009a) , suggesting a spin-down power of L SD ∼ 10 34 − 10 35 erg s −1 (see also Mereghetti 2011 and Younes et al. 2015 ). This appears insufficient to account for the quiescent (unpulsed) X-ray emission with luminosity of L X ∼ 10 35 erg s −1 .
The non-flaring X-ray emission is likely related to the decay of the intense magnetic field, which can theoretically yield a luminosity of L B ∼ 10 35 − 10 36 erg s −1 (Zhang 2003) . This X-ray emission to which a variety of thermal and/or non-thermal models were fit is in fact variable and increased by a factor of 2 to 3 around the giant flare epoch of Götz et al. 2007; Esposito et al. 2007; Nakagawa et al. 2009b ). The quiescent X-ray emission is point-like as viewed by Chandra ( 3 ′′ ), and a faint extension out to ∼ 1 ′ due to scattering by dust (Kaplan et al. 2002; Svirski et al. 2011; Viganò et al. 2014 ) has been noticed in the two years following the giant flare of late 2004.
Interpretation of the E < 10 keV X-ray emission so far has centred on hot thermal gas with an additional non-thermal component arising from inverse-Compton (IC) scattering of NS thermal photons by NS wind electron/positron pairs. For E > 10 keV, the possibility of super-heated thermal Bremsstrahlung (kT ∼ 100 keV), synchrotron, and IC emission has been debated (see reviews by Lai 2006 and Mereghetti 2011) .
LBV 1806−20 may be one of the most luminous (L > 5 × 10 6 L ⊙ ) and massive (M ∼ 100 M ⊙ ) stars known Clark et al. 2005) although the possibility of a binary system has been suggested (Figer et al. 2004) . The Cl* 1806−20 cluster age and combined stellar mass have been estimated at 3 − 4 Myr and >2000 M ⊙ respectively. However, SGR 1806−20 appears to be much younger with age ∼650 years (Tendulkar et al. 2012 ) based on proper motion of the magnetar and cluster member stars.
Given the high-mass loss rates associated with WR stars (> 10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 ) and the even higher rates for LBVs (e.g. Clark et al. 2005) , the combined stellar wind kinetic energy in Cl* 1806−20 could reach L w > 10 38 erg s −1 . Cl* 1806−20 is enveloped in a synchrotron radio nebula (G10.0−0.3) with luminosity of L Rad ∼ 10 32 erg s −1 (for d = 8.7 kpc, see below) extending over ∼ 9 ′ × 6 ′ in size (Kulkarni et al. 1994) . Originally linked to a supernova remnant (SNR), G10.0−0.3 is now believed to be powered by the intense stellar wind from LBV 1806−20 where the synchrotron flux of the nebula clearly peaks (Gaensler et al. 2001; Kaplan et al. 2002) . The third source catalogue from Fermi-LAT (Acero et al. 2015) reports a confused 1 GeV γ-ray source, 3FGL J1809.2−2016c, towards the HII region G10. 2−0.3 about 12 ′ to the Galactic north-west of Cl* 1806−20. G10.2−0.3 is a part of the giant HII complex W31 extending farther to the Galactic north (Corbel & Eikenberry 2004 ) (see online Fig. A.1 ). Distance estimates for Cl* 1806−20 are in a wide range of 6 to 19 kpc, based on a variety of techniques (Corbel & Eikenberry 2004; McClure-Griffiths & Gaensler 2005; Bibby et al. 2008; Svirski et al. 2011) . We have adopted here the 8.7
+1.8 −1.5 kpc distance from Bibby et al. (2008) who used stellar spectra and inferred luminosities of the Cl* 1806−20 cluster members.
Very high-energy (VHE) γ-ray emission has so far not been identified or associated with magnetars (Aleksić et al. 2013) , despite the theoretical grounds for multi-TeV particle acceleration from or around them Arons 2003) with subsequent γ-ray and neutrino emission (e.g. Zhang et al. 2003; Ioka et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2010) . Massive stars and clusters have been suggested as multi-GeV particle accelerators (e.g. Montmerle 1979; Voelk & Forman 1982; Eichler & Usov 1993; Domingo-Santamaría & Torres 2006; Bednarek 2007; Reimer et al. 2006 ) and several extended VHE γ-ray sources have been found towards them (Aharonian et al. 2002 Abramowski et al. 2012a ). The high luminosities of SGR 1806 −20, LBV 1806−20, and Cl* 1806−20 , as well as the non-thermal radio, and hard X-ray emission seen towards these objects have motivated our search for VHE γ-ray emission with H.E.S.S. . These IACTs provide a stereoscopic view of extensive air showers (EAS) for reconstruction of γ-ray primary arrival direction and energy (Aharonian et al. 2006a ). An event-by-event angular resolution of 0.06
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• (68% containment radius), energy resolution ∆E/E 15%, and effective rejection of the background of cosmic-ray initiated EAS is achieved under a variety of analyses. An important feature of H.E.S.S. is its 5
• field-of-view (FoV) diameter, which enables excellent survey coverage of the Galactic plane.
The SGR 1806−20/Cl* 1806−20 region was covered initially as part of the H.E.S.S. Galactic Plane Survey (HGPS; (Aharonian et al. 2006b ), which commenced in 2004. Following the tentative indication of a signal, dedicated observation runs were carried out in 2009 and 2010. These runs used the so-called wobble mode (Aharonian et al. 2006a) in which the region of interest was offset by 0.7
• from the telescope tracking positions to ensure adequate selection of reflected background regions in spectral analysis. After rejecting observation runs (which are typically 28 min in duration) based on the presence of clouds and instrumental problems, the total observation time towards SGR 1806−20 amounted to 94 hours (from approximately 51 and 43 hours of dedicated and HGPS data, respectively) after H.E.S.S. IACTs are compared to a model image. Gamma-ray parameters such as arrival direction and energy are then extracted using a log-likelihood maximisation of the differences between the measured and modelled properties. The data were analysed using the faint cuts of the Model Analysis, which employs a minimum image size (total charge) of 120 photoelectrons for the Cherenkov images; similar results were obtained using standard cuts with a minimum charge of 60 photoelectrons. This analysis was used to generate detection statistics, images, energy spectra, and light curves, and has an energy threshold of E > 0.15 TeV for observations within 20
• of the zenith. Averaged over all observations analysed here the threshold is ∼ 0.4 TeV. Consistent results, within statistical and systematic errors, were obtained using alternate background methods such as the template background (Rowell 2003; Berge et al. 2007 ) and other analyses (Aharonian et al. 2006a; Becherini et al. 2011 ) that employed an independent event calibration procedure. Figure 1 presents the VHE γ-ray excess count image towards the Cl* 1806−20 region. The ring background model (Berge et al. 2007 ) was used to estimate the cosmic-ray background.
We found that a two-dimensional (2D) symmetrical Gaussian model describes well the intrinsic shape of the source with a 68% containment radius of 0.095
• ± 0.015 • (or 15 pc at ′′ sys , with the systematic errors arising from telescope pointing and mechanical alignment uncertainties (see e.g. Aharonian et al. 2006a ). Based on this we label the source HESS J1808−204. An asymmetric 2D Gaussian model (with major axis, minor axis, position angle anticlockwise from north) = (0.153
kpc distance
• ) was also well fit to the intrinsic source shape. However, this model was only marginally preferred over a symmetric model (at the 2.4 σ level), and so we defaulted to the symmetric model.
At the fitted position HESS J1808−204 has a pre-trial excess significance of +7.1σ and comprises 413 gamma-ray photons within a radius of 0.2
• (see online Tab A.1 for event statistics). This radius is a-priori-selected for extended source searching. After accounting for the 1600 trials in searching for this peak in a 0.4
• × 0.4
• region around SGR 1806−20 (40 × 40 bins), the post-trial significance is +6 σ. Owing to the search binning oversampling the H.E.S.S. analysis point spread function (PSF), and the mixed nature of the data sets (Galactic plane scans and dedicated observations), we consider our post-trial significance to be conservative.
We calculated the photon spectrum from HESS J1808−204 centred on its fitted position with radius 0.2
• to fully encompass the source. The reflected background model (Berge et al. 2007 ) was used to estimate the cosmic-ray background in each energy bin. Table A.2 (online) summarises the photon fluxes and errors. The VHE γ-ray emission was well fit by a power law (dN/dE = φ(E/TeV) −Γ ) with parameters φ = (2.9 ± 0.4 stat ± 0.5 sys ) × 10 −13 ph cm −2 s −1 TeV −1 and Γ = 2.3 ± 0.2 stat ± 0.3 sys (probability = 0.4). The VHE spectral fluxes and power-law fits, and also those of 3FGL J1809.2−2016c, are shown in Fig. 2 for comparison.
Since an additional variable VHE γ-ray emission component could be expected from SGR 1806−20 and possibly from the member stars of Cl* 1806−20, we examined the flux light curve (φ >1 TeV) for a point-like test region of radius 0.1
• , which is optimal for the H.E.S.S. analysis PSF, encompassing these objects over nightly and lunar monthly (dark lunar periods) timescales (see Figure 3) . We found that the >1 TeV flux light curve was well fit by a steady flux level with χ 2 /ν = 80.6/88 A&A proofs: manuscript no. 28695_am-gpr were taken several months on either side of the giant flare. We note that the extent of the H.E.S.S. analysis PSF could integrate steady VHE γ-ray emission from several sources in the region, diluting any possible variable or periodic emission from a single source such as SGR 1806−20. Additionally, the highly variable spin-down rateṖ of SGR 1806−20 (Woods et al. 2007; Mereghetti 2011; Viganò et al. 2014; Younes et al. 2015) over the past decade and infrequently sampled ephemeris (from Xray measurements) further complicate the search for any pulsed VHE detection. We leave such a study to further work. the VHE γ-ray luminosity of HESS J1808−204 and also of the nearby Fermi-LAT source. Of the member stars, the four WR stars and in particular LBV 1806−20 could dominate this stellar wind energy and therefore drive much of the particle acceleration. The VHE γ-ray emission would represent only a small fraction ∼ 10 −4 of the cLBV's wind luminosity, L LBV ∼ 10 38 erg s −1 , for example.
Discussion
In a scenario involving the cluster of massive stars, particle acceleration could take place as a result of the stellar wind interaction over parsec scales according to the cluster size and stellar density. Several extended VHE γ-ray sources have already been linked to such processes likely to be present in massive stellar clusters (e.g. in Cyg OB2, Westerlund 2 and Westerlund 1; Aharonian et al. 2002 Aharonian et al. , 2007 Abramowski et al. 2012a ). Here, Westerlund 1 may bear some resemblance to Cl* 1806−20 as it also harbours a magnetar (the anomalous X-ray pulsar CXOU J164710.2−455216; Muno et al. 2007 ) and a LBV star (Wd1-243; see e.g. Clark et al. 2008) . A point of difference is that the VHE emission towards Westerlund 1 is physically about a factor 10 larger than that towards Cl* 1806−20 (radii of 160 pc vs. 15 pc).
The luminosity of LBV 1806−20, L ∼ 10 6.3 L ⊙ , ranks it in the top five amongst the 35 LBV and cLBV list (Clark et al. 2005 ) (see Kniazev et al. 2015 for the most recent catalogue of LBVs). VHE γ-ray emission is found towards four of the top five in this list: the PistolStar and FMM 362 towards the diffuse VHE Galactic centre emission (Aharonian et al. 2006c) , Cyg OB2#12 towards TeV J2032+4130 (Aharonian et al. 2002) , and Wray 17-96 in the vicinity of HESS J1741−302 (Tibolla et al. 2009 ). It remains to be seen, however, how these LBVs are related to their nearby VHE γ-ray sources. The notable exception is η-Car, which is probably the most luminous LBV. η-Car exhibits γ-ray emission (up to about 200 GeV) modulated by its orbital period of 5.54 yr (Abramowski et al. 2012b; Abdo et al. 2010; Tavani et al. 2009; Reitberger et al. 2015) , suggesting a windwind interaction as the source of particle acceleration. A similar process may be active in LBV 1806−20 since it too may be a binary system.
The linkage between HESS J1808−204 and the Fermi-LAT GeV source 3FGL J1809.2−2016c is not so clear given the significant spatial separation between the two and the confused nature of the GeV source. For confused GeV sources there are considerable systematic uncertainties in location and existence above the diffuse GeV background. As a result, the sub-GeV spectral determination is usually compromised (as is readily apparent in Figs. 2 and 4) . Thus, even though the fitted power -law index of the GeV source (Γ GeV = 2.33 ± 0.09 from Acero et al. 2015) is very similar to that of HESS J1808−204, and its extrapolation to TeV energies is within systematic errors that are consistent with the VHE flux points, the above-mentioned caveats prevent further detailed comparisons. In the case in which the GeV and VHE sources are nevertheless connected via the same putative particle accelerator, the γ-ray luminosity would increase by about a factor of 5 to 10 to account for the dominant GeV component (L GeV ∼ 10 35 erg s −1 at 8.7 kpc). Turning our attention to SGR 1806−20, the VHE γ-ray luminosity is up to ∼50% of this magnetar's spin-down power. The established VHE pulsar wind nebulae (PWN) have VHE spindown efficiencies of L VHE /L SD 10% and are associated with pulsars exhibiting high spin-down power of L SD > 10 35 erg s −1 (Halpern & Gotthelf 2010) , in contrast to the situation here. The quiescent X-ray luminosity for SGR 1806−20 is also similar to or greater than its spin-down power, suggesting the X-rays result from magnetic energy perhaps via reconnection (Zhang 2003) rather than the rotational energy associated with pulsar spin-down. The luminosity of the nearby Fermi-LAT GeV source could also be met by magnetic energy. Moreover, the rather low ratio L VHE /L X ∼ 0.1 (for the X-ray luminosity L X in the 2 to 10 keV range) is clearly at odds with the observed trend of L VHE /L X > ∼ 10 for pulsars with L SD < 10 36 erg s −1 (Mattana et al. 2009 ). Hence if HESS J1808−240 is attributed to electrons accelerated by SGR 1806−20, it is likely that magnetic energy is the source of power. Given the presence of several molecular clouds along the line of sight towards Cl* 1806−20 (Corbel & Eikenberry 2004 ), a hadronic origin for HESS J1808−204 involving collisions of multi-TeV protons with interstellar gas is worth considering. The singly pointed CO observations of Corbel & Eikenberry (2004) however do not reveal the spatial distribution, mass, or density of the molecular clouds. Studies of the molecular cloud morphology are hence needed to ascertain the detailed likelihood of a hadronic origin for the HESS J1808−204 and the transport properties of particles from the Cl* 1806−20 region. Nevertheless based on the integrated CO brightness temperatures reported in Table 2 of Corbel & Eikenberry (2004) , we estimated approximate proton densities n of the order of 10 3 cm −3
for the brighter clouds MC 13A, MC 73, and MC 44 (as labelled by Corbel & Eikenberry 2004 ) at their respective distances when integrating over the 45 ′′ beam full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the telescope used in the CO observations (Corbel & Eikenberry 2004 favoured MC 13A as most likely associated with the cluster). These densities may be considered upper limits to the wider cloud densities since the CO measurements were taken towards the stellar cluster where molecular gas density may be expected to peak.
Using the relation B ∼ 10(n / 300cm −3 ) 0.65 µG from Crutcher et al. (2010) , magnetic fields of order B ∼ 20µG could be expected inside the clouds. From here and assuming a turbulent B-field, we can employ the formalism of Gabici et al. (2007) (Eq. 2) for the diffusion coefficient as a function of magnetic field B and suppression factor χ, which is used to account for increased magnetic field turbulence related to cosmic-ray streaming instabilities in the interstellar medium. We note however that the cosmic-ray transport may not necessarily be diffusive in the case of a more ordered B-field structure, as for example indicated by Crutcher et al. (2010) in molecular clouds of low density n < 300 cm −3 . We can, nevertheless, use the young age (650 years) of SGR 1806−20 to provide some limits on the diffusion distances of particles. For 50 TeV protons coming from the magnetar and assuming χ = 1, we arrive at a diffusion length of l ∼ 30 pc, which is approaching the observed ∼ 15 pc radius of HESS J1808−204. The parameter χ is poorly constrained, but Protheroe et al. (2008) have suggested χ < 0.01 − 0.1 based on observations of the GeV γ-ray emission towards the dense Sgr B2 giant molecular cloud.
We can also infer the cosmic-ray proton energy budget W p = L VHE (erg s −1 )τ pp erg required to power HESS J1808−204. Here, τ pp ∼ 1.7 × 10 15 /n cm −3 s is the cooling time for γ-rays produced by proton-proton collisions as a function of the target density n. For the density discussed above we find W p ∼ 10 46 erg. This is rather modest compared to that of a canonical supernova remnant, however, our estimate for W p would be a lower limit since the density is likely an upper limit as explained above.
An alternative, leptonic origin for HESS J1808−204 might arise from IC scattering of local soft photon fields by TeV to multi-TeV electrons. The local infrared (IR) field (due to heated dust) peaks strongly towards Cl* 1806−20 (Rahoui et al. 2009 ) with an energy density of ∼ 20 to 50 eV cm −3 as measured by Spitzer at 24 µm within ∼ 30 ′′ of Cl* 1806−20 (see online Fig. A.1) . Measured over the 15 pc radius of VHE γ-ray emission region, however, the IR energy density, ∼ 0.4 eV cm −3 , is comparable to that of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) at 0.25 eV cm −3 . An additional soft photon field comes A&A proofs: manuscript no. 28695_am-gpr from the optical/UV photons from the massive stellar content of Cl* 1806−20. Based on the presence of five OB, four WR stars, and one cLBV (Figer et al. 2005; Edwards et al. 2011) , we estimated a bolometric luminosity of ∼ 10 40 erg s −1 . Averaged over the VHE γ-ray emission region, the resulting optical/UV energy density is ∼ 7 eV cm −3 . Considering the TeV to multi-TeV electron energy loss rate for IC scattering taking into account Klein-Nishina effects (e.g. Eq. 35 of Aharonian & Atoyan 1981 ) with these energy densities, we find that the dominant IC component will likely come from up-scattered CMB photons in the Thomson scattering regime as the Klein-Nishina effect will suppress the IR and optical/UV components. Thus we can take the X-ray power-law components of SGR 1806−20 (F X ∼ few ×10 −11 erg s −1 cm −2 ) as synchrotron emission from multi-TeV electrons and the VHE γ-ray flux F VHE as arising from IC scattering of the CMB photons by the same electrons. From consideration of the IC and synchrotron luminosities, assuming IC emission only comes from up-scattered CMB photons in the Thomson regime, the magnetic field B ∼ 10 ξF X /(10F VHE ) µG in the region common to both fluxes can be estimated. Here the factor ξ accounts for the radii of the VHE and X-ray emission (ξ = (R VHE /R X )
2 ). We estimate B 1 mG for the values R VHE ∼ 360 ′′ (VHE radius) and R X 3 ′′ (Kaplan et al. 2002) , which might be expected given the extreme magnetic field of SGR 1806−20 and that of the massive stars in Cl* 1806−20. The sub-parsec size of the X-ray emission region (Kaplan et al. 2002) is also consistent with a magnetic field B ∼ few mG if the synchrotron cooling time (t sync < few yr) dominantly limits the transport of the parent multi-TeV electrons. There are in fact a number of other high magnetic field pulsars with compact X-ray nebulae potentially associated with unidentified VHE γ-ray sources (e.g. see Kargaltsev et al. 2013 ) that may be explained within this scenario.
The 15 pc radius of the TeV emission region could be allowed by the much longer IC cooling time of t IC ∼ 10 3 − 10 4 yr, provided that the magnetic field has declined to 10µG outside the X-ray region to avoid synchrotron losses. A reduced B field is in fact implied by the X-ray upper limit (4.53 × 10 −12 erg s −1 cm −2 ) for LBV 1806−20 (Nazé et al. 2012) , and is only 15 ′′ away from SGR 1806−20. Such a reduction in the Bfield may also play a role in limiting the X-ray emission region size around SGR 1806−20, by permitting electrons to escape to the wider IC-dominated region; the electron diffusion coefficient would likely increase as well, further enhancing their escape. Our inferred B-field value of ∼ 20µG from the molecular cloud column density as discussed earlier, may still limit the level of IC emission. As argued earlier for the hadronic interpretation, however, spatial studies of the molecular gas will be needed to more confidently discriminate hadronic and leptonic models for HESS J1808−204.
Conclusions
We report the discovery with the H.E.S.S. telescopes of extended VHE γ-ray emission (HESS J1808−204) towards the luminous blue variable candidate LBV 1806−20, the massive stellar cluster Cl* 1806−20, and the magnetar SGR 1806−20. The H.E.S.S. telescopes are not able to resolve these potential counterparts, which are located within a 0.5 ′ radius. However the extension of the γ-ray emission, at ∼ 0.1
• radius (or 15 pc for a distance of 8.7 kpc) is similar in scale to the radio nebula G10.0−0.3 supposedly powered by LBV 1806−20. The intense stellar wind luminosity of LBV 1806−20, by itself or collectively from the other massive stars in Cl* 1806−20, could readily power the VHE source, which has a luminosity of L VHE ∼ 1.6 × 10 34 (d/8.7 kpc) 2 erg s −1 . If associated with SGR 1806−20, the reported young age of 650 yr for this magnetar, along with our estimated magnetic field of 20µG, could imply a diffusive transport limit of <30 pc which is similar to the size of the VHE emission. Additionally, in this case the VHE luminosity could only realistically be met by magnetic dissipative effects rather than the magnetar spin-down process. Whatever the origin of the parent particles responsible for HESS J1804−204, their hadronic and/or leptonic nature is currently unclear. Detailed observations of the molecular gas spatial distribution would be needed for some discrimination of hadronic from leptonic scenarios (in particular by providing constraints on the magnetic field in the region). Looking towards the future, the arc-minute angular resolution of the forthcoming Cherenkov Telescope Array (Acharya et al. 2013 ) will be able to probe the VHE morphology on the parsec scales necessary to probe for energy dependent morphology, providing further information about the nature and origin of the particles responsible for HESS J1804−204. In summary, the discovery of HESS J1808−204 provides further impetus to the notion that magnetars, massive stars, and/or stellar clusters can accelerate particles to beyond TeV energies. 
